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The
SCSU
Student
Government body voted unanimously to pass a resolution supporting the withdrawal of SCSU
from the Minnesota State
University Student Association
(MSUSA) Oct. 30.
SCSU’s decision will be recognized as a vote of no confidence in
MSUSA and further be it resolved,
beginning this spring semester,
SCSU will withhold its per credit
fee to the state university administration.
“We just don’t feel like we
have adequate representation,”
said vice president of student government Rachel Hughes.
For SCSU students seeking to
become involved and voice their
opinions on the matter, a vote on
the referendum regarding SCSU’s
participation in MSUSA is being
scheduled for Dec. 2-4 throughout
campus.
A meeting of MSUSA’s
Presidential Board of Directors is
planned at SCSU for Dec. 5-7.
If the referendum supports
SCSU parting from MSUSA, the
Student Association will present
their resolution to state legislators
in hopes of modifying MN statute
136F.22, which binds SCSU to
MSUSA.
Under Subdivision I of the
statute, “The board (MnSCU)
shall recognize one statewide student association for the state universities and one for the community and technical colleges. All
students enrolled on those campuses shall be members of their
respective statewide association.”
Established in 1967, MSUSA
is the state university representation for 65,000 students in
Minnesota with a branch office in
the Akita province of Japan.
Metropolitan
State
University’s Sam Edmunds is the
current MSUSA state chair holder.

The position was previously held
by SCSU alum Yorgun Marcel.
MSUSA is a statewide student
association
representing
Minnesota’s seven state universities including: Bemidji State
University, Moorhead State
University, Metropolitan State
University, Minnesota State
University Southwest, Winona
State University, Minnesota State
University Mankato and SCSU.
Currently, SCSU students pay
$0.39 per credit hour, for up to 12
credits per student, to be a member of MSUSA.
MSUSA is currently seeking to
raise the per credit fee.
Hughes commented that this is
no new thing. MSUSA raised the
per credit fee a few years ago,
which made little to no difference
toward benefiting SCSU or its
other affiliated colleges.
Throughout the fiscal year
2003, SCSU paid out a total of
$179,818.26 to MSUSA, more
than any state university in the
organization.
“For the amount of money we
donate, we feel it (representation)
is inadequate,” Hughes said.
“They are supposed to be lobbying on behalf of SCSU and we feel
they are being ineffective.”
The SCSU Student Association
is presenting a strategy based
largely on the United States House
of Representatives, whereas population and contributions given
determine the amount of representation.
MSUSA funds for six students
from each campus to attend weekend conferences and SCSU is
allowed 12 votes. It is up to SCSU
to get its other six voters to the
conferences.
SCSU cannot afford to send the
remaining entitled voters to committee meetings.
■

Go to MSUSA PAGE 3.
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Gagliardi takes
409th victory

RYAN HENRY/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

St. John’s University head football coach John Gagliardi paces the
sidelines during Saturday’s game against Bethel College. With
Saturday’s win, Gagliardi surpassed former Grambling State
University coach Eddie Robinson for most wins in the history of
NCAA football. Read more on page 11.
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Crime Watch

E-mail
1. (11/05/03) Unauthorized solicitation of magazine subscription, HillCase Hall
2. Safety concern (male in women's’
locker room), Halenbeck Hall
3. (11/06/03) Theft and larceny (magazine sales “scam”), Shoemaker Hall
4. Missing person (student located in
another city), Shoemaker Hall

2
1
4
3

Campus & State

Nation & World

Few clues found in Guimond case

Saudis determined to catch bombers

One year ago St. John’s University student Josh Guimond left an oncampus party and has not been seen since. The National Guard was
called in to comb the area with search dogs, dive teams and numerous
community and student volunteers. Despite the efforts to find
Guimond, few clues have been found.
Because no evidence points to criminal activity, the majority of the
community believes Guimond left a party and either got lost or ventured into mucky area on campus where he could have gotten stuck
and sank.
However, Guimond’s family is not as easily convinced. They speculate Guimond was abducted and they are often frustrated that so many
of their questions remain unanswered.

The death toll in the suicide bombing attack on a residential neighborhood in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia has reached 17, with more than 100
wounded, 25 of which remain in hospitals.
Sources said the attackers disguised themselves by stealing a vehicle
from Saudi security forces. Upon entering the neighborhood near
Riyadh’s diplomatic quarter, the attackers opened fire on guards and
had their explosive-laden cars destroy much of the area.
The wounded and dead are composed of 19 different nationalities
including Lebanese, Egyptian, Indian, Canadian, Pakistani and
Rumanian. Five children have also been reported dead.
Saudi officials believe the attack was planned to happen when residents were away from their homes observing Ramadan.

Pawlenty comes up short while hunting

Polls and Gore not supportive of Bush

Gov. Pawlenty spent his weekend freezing in a tree stand waiting to
hunt deer. Pawlenty said he did not even see a deer, let alone get a
chance to fire his rifle, and he did not catch any game Friday while
duck hunting with former Twin, Kent Hrbeck.
The governor spent three days in north-central Minnesota using his
title and status to bring attention to the popular sport of hunting.
Pawlenty said hunting is part of the state’s heritage and offers positive
economic and social values. Friendships and communities are often
built from sharing a passion for the sport. Though Pawlenty admits he
is not a hunter himself, he understands its impact on Minnesota.

A recent Newsweek poll showed President Bush’s overall approval
rating has remained constant at 52 percent, but 50 percent of registered
voters questioned said they do not want to see Bush re-elected, while
44 percent said they do.
One of the main reasons for Bush’s lack of support is due to 51 percent of respondents claiming they disapprove of Bush’s handling of
the war in Iraq.
Agreeing with the percentage is former vice-president Al Gore who
has publicly denounced the steps taken to resolve the conflict in Iraq
as well as Bush’s actions regarding Sept. 11. He has claimed the
rounding-up of immigrants after the attacks only caused resentment in
their communities of origin and openly disapproves of the USA Patriot
Act.
Gore said the executive branch is heading the down the road toward
being an intrusive government that will rule by secrecy and deceit.

Impress a woman in 60 seconds
1. Don’t use a corny line as an icebreaker. If you use a line as old as
Dean Martin, you’re a lost cause.
2. Fight the compulsion to stare at her chest. If you ever want to
see her breasts, try looking into her eyes.
3. Ask questions. No woman can resist a guy who seems to be
interested in what she thinks.
Movie quote from last issue: Agent Smith from “The Matrix”
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Alternate breaks offered

TUESDAY
■ Boot Hockey League
Entries are due at 12 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall for teams wishing to participate in the boot
hockey league. There is a
mandatory captain’s meeting at
5 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Play
begins Nov. 17. Cost is $20 per
team.
■ “Painting with Fire”
Film by Im Kwon Taek about a
legendary century Korean
painter. Free showing at 7 p.m.
in the Atwood Memorial Center
Theater.

Debbie Peterson
STAFF WRITER

The
SCSU
Volunteer
Connection is offering alternative
spring break trips to students interested in helping communities in
Texas, New Orleans or Montana.
During the trip, students gain leadership skills and resume building
experience while helping to provide specific needs in each community, ranging from painting, interacting with youth and the elderly,
tutoring and more.
“Gaining the experience of
working with a population that you
may have not worked with before is

■ Student Recital
Mike Sommerness will be performing musical selections on
the saxophone at 8 p.m. in the
Ruth Grant Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center. Free.

“Gaining the experience of working with a
population that you may have not worked with
before is one of the most important personal
benefits of alternative spring break.”

■ Veteran’s Day

Kara Good
VOLUNTEER CONNECTION GRADUATE ASSISTANT

WEDNESDAY
■ “According to Coyote”
From 10-11 a.m. in the Atwood
Memorial Center Theater the
Mixed Blood Theater will be
presenting an anthology of tales
featuring a legendary hero of
American mythology. Free.
■ Loving Our Selves
The Women’s Center will be
sponsoring a diverse panel of
women speakers that will be
addressing questions about self
love. 12-1 p.m. in the Atwood
Memorial Center Theater. Free.
■ Bernie Brommer
SCSU’s College Democrats will
be hosting an informative and
engaging presentation by Bernie
Brommer, former president of
the Minnesota AFL-CIO on
how public policy and politics
affect everyday life. Free from
7-9 p.m. in the Atwood
Memorial Center Voyageurs
South Room.
■ Student Recital
At 8 p.m. in the Ruth Grant
Recital Hall in the Performing
Arts Center, Alison Swoboda
will be performing musical
pieces on the flute. Free.

one of the most important personal
benefits of alternative spring
break,” said Volunteer Connection
graduate assistant Kara Good.
This is the fourth year that the
SCSU Volunteer Connection is
offering the Spring Break trips.
The costs for the trips range
from $170 to $250, about $10 less
than last year. Students pay for
food, transportation and accommodations to and from the sites.
“Some groups have fundraised,
but they brought the money to give
to the community,” Good said.
While at the sites, students stay
at a community church in Texas, in
cabins at the Bayou Segnette State

■

Continued from PAGE 1.

MSUSA

Park in Louisiana and at a community house in Montana.
Students are not required to
work continuously while on the
trip. The average week varies from
trip to trip.
“Volunteers work two days, then
have a day off, and then work two
more days,” Good said. “A lot of
the nights are free to the students as
well, and they can spend that time
sightseeing or shopping.”
Each interested student needs to
fill out an application to apply to go
on the trip. About 32 students are
accepted each year, 10 for El Paso,
Texas, 12 for New Orleans,
Louisiana and 10 for Lame Deer,
Mont. Applications can be picked
up and dropped off at 117E
Atwood. Completed applications
are due Dec. 1 at 4 p.m.
“New Orleans is the location
most requested by applicants,”
Good said. “ (They have) the idea
that it is a party scene, but the trips
are substance free, and participants
sign an agreement.”
SCSU senior Sam Stierna went
to El Paso Texas last year with the
program.
“I got a lot out of the trip,”

Stierna said. “It helped me narrow
down what I was interested in for
my English degree-ESL.”
Good said that there is a lot of
positive feedback from the students
who go on the trips.
“They think it’s fun,” she said.
“One person got to use her Spanish
skills. It’s authentic learning, better
than learning in a classroom. It’s a
good trip for education students
too, they can utilize the skills
they’ve learned.”
The group that Stierna went to
El Paso with last year decided to go
again over the summer; they
planned and organized the trip
themselves. They also brought
warm clothes with them to give to
the community.
“It was fun to go down there and
have the staff recognize us,”
Stierna said. “It felt like we were
really doing something good.”
Good encourages students to go.
“I think that everyone, at least at
some point in their lives, should go
on one of these trips.”

Selke hosts last crowd

Although the SCSU Student
Association believes that MSUSA
does not effectively represent the
college’s needs, a withdrawal from
MSUSA would create hurdles.
MSUSA is SCSU’s only representation to Minnesota State
Colleges
and
Universities
(MnSCU) and the Board of
Trustees.
It was recommended by
MSUSA for a student member to
join the Board of Trustees.
Governor Tim Pawlenty ignored
the recommendation.

MSUSA
Students with questions or
comments about the Minnesota
State University Student
Association (MSUSA), or the
SCSU Student Association, are
urged to stop by the Student
Government office in the
Atwood Memorial Building.
Student government Vice
President Rachel Hughes also
recommends writing state legislators and casting a vote on the
upcoming referendum.
Voting for the referendum
regarding SCSU’s participation in
MSUSA is scheduled for Dec 24 throughout campus.

ADAM MASLOSKI/VISUALS EDITOR

The last Husky football game to ever take place at Selke Field was played this weekend. The Huskies
won in overtime in front of a capacity crowd. Next year, games will be played in the new stadium.
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Fewer dealing with death
Sara Olkon
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

MIAMI –– One day soon, finding a good mortician could take an
eternity.
“Everybody is looking for help,”
said David Lowery, past president
of the Florida Funeral Directors
Association and vice president of
Panciera Family Funeral Care in
Hollywood, Fla.
The National Funeral Directors
Association predicts a serious
shortage of undertakers within 10
years. It expects a spike in deaths as
baby boomers age, as well as a
wave of retirements among seasoned funeral directors. And there
are not enough trainees in the
pipeline to replace them, in part
because the children in many family-owned businesses are choosing
other paths.
From 1994 to 2000, the number
of students who attended mortuary
science programs and earned
licenses across the United States
fell by 12 percent. In Florida, mortuary job openings are expected to
be 11 percent higher in 2006 than in
1996.
Bilingual morticians are especially in demand.
And while a mortician is unlikely to be popular at third-grade
career day, mortuary teachers are
reaching out to prospective students
at high school career fairs and elsewhere. Local associations are spon-

“People are going
into other areas.
Funeral directors are
very hard to find
today.”
Ralph Covert
CHAIRMAN OF THE FUNERAL
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT AT
MIAMI-DADE COLLEGE

soring public information campaigns and taking out ads. The first
words on the Florida Funeral
Directors Association Web site:
“Want to apply for an FFDA scholarship?”
The grief business isn’t glamorous: The hours are long and erratic, there is no way to escape
Embalming 101, and the average
pay is mediocre. In 2000, the median annual salary for funeral directors was only $41,110. For
embalmers, it was $32,870, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
Sal Passalaqua, the managing
director of Fred Hunter’s Funeral
Home in Hollywood, says media
stories about unscrupulous undertakers and desecrated remains may
further erode interest. Insiders hope
the popular HBO drama “Six Feet
Under,” about a Los Angeles family
that runs a funeral parlor out of its
home, might help counter that. The
show debuted in 2001.
Still, there is no getting past the
emotionally charged, deadline-driven nature of the job. “People think
that funeral directing is very soft
and mellow,” Lowery said. “It’s
not. You see a woman who loses her
husband of 50 years, then parents
who lose their child. And there are
a lot of deadlines.”
Try dealing with death every
day for 26 years, said Bill Martinez,
vice president of Stanfill Funeral
Home in Pinecrest, Fla. Echoing
national trend, he hopes to retire at
55 in about seven years.
Ralph Covert, chairman of the
funeral science department at
Miami Dade College, was on the
staff there in 1974, 10 years after
the program debuted. Enrollment
was 250 then, 30 percent higher
than it is today, he said.
“People are going into other
areas,” Covert said. “Funeral directors are very hard to find today.”
The majority of funeral homes
are family-owned, and many children are turning a cold shoulder to
the cold-slab business, said David
Walkinshaw, spokesman for the
National
Funeral
Directors

JOSHUA PREZANT/MIAMI HERALD

Theodus Times, 18, works in a lab at Miami-Dade Community College's W.L. Philbrick School of
Funeral Services October 23, 2003. He is practicing facial reconstruction.
Association.
“I didn’t want to be a funeral
director, either,” said Walkinshaw, a
third-generation mortician. He
changed his mind at 21, drawn by
the chance to help people in pain.
But he said his two teenage daughters have already said they won’t be
on board.
Raymond Scott, 40, thought he
wanted to escape the family funeral
business. The Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
man got a graduate degree in chemistry and a job with a pharmaceutical company. Then he had a change
of heart.
“You can help people and (your
career) can still be profitable,” he
said.
Scott, who hopes to buy his own
funeral home someday, is now back

at school, enrolled in Miami Dade’s
program. He will be a fourth-generation mortician.
To work in Florida, he will need
to earn a two-year degree in funeral
science, complete a one-year
internship and pass state and
national exams.
Despite the professionalism and
job security, Passalaqua said the
career didn’t exactly help him get
dates. He eventually married another funeral director.
Some women “get really
creeped out,” said mortuary student
Theodus Times, 18, of Deerfield
Beach, Fla. “A lot of them are like,
‘You touch dead people?’”
On a recent day, Powell held
court before nine mortuary students
on the art of casket measurement.

(A tip: Avoid charging the family of
a tall man for an oversize casket by
crossing the legs during embalming.)
In a room filled with urns, funeral dress and caskets, Powell showed
the class a soft yellow infant casket
called the “cherub.” Nearby, two
walk-in coolers held the bodies of
indigents donated by the county.
The students will practice embalming about one gallon of formaldehyde and other chemicals for every
50 pounds of body weight and
funeral makeup.
“You start to understand that
death is a process,” Times said.
“I’m not afraid to die now.”
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Committee spreads peace
Brandon Siem
STAFF WRITER

The Alternatives to War
Committee held an early Veterans
Day celebration and a rally for peace
Saturday at the Lake George Pavilion.
The Alternatives to War committee believes it is important during a
time of war to remember those men
and women who have given their
lives and have suffered to preserve
democracy here and abroad.
The committee also believes it is
their responsibility as citizens to
question the use of military force and
to expect clear and unquestionable

KIM BUCHOLZ /STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Locals ignored the cold weather and gathered together to
promote peace with signs to
support the anti-war movement.

reasoning for that use. Guest speakers
including veterans spoke out against
the current occupation of Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Chris Lavone is one of the veterans who spoke at the rally. Lavone
was in the Gulf War of 1991 for nine
months, and currently is working on a
social work major at SCSU. He
spoke on behalf of the Veterans for
Peace organization.
“Veterans are the ones who suffer
the most from this war,” Lavone said.
Lavone, diagnosed with PTSD, discussed the problems with veteran
benefits and the denial of services.
He talked about VA hospitals that
have been shut down or have lost
funding.
Lavone stated that 80 percent of
the homeless people in the St. Cloud
community are veterans. Many of
these veterans are not receiving the
care they need after going through the
horrific experience of war.
“This country supposedly learned
from Vietnam, but right now is not
using policies to stop a repeat of it,”
Lavone said.
In the months leading up to the
war, millions of people throughout
the world took to the streets in an
effort to protest the U.S. invading
Iraq. Many of the speakers at the
rally were a part of that effort.
Speakers discussed the corporate
control of oil in Iraq as the reason for
the occupation. According to Lavone,
Halliburton and Bechtel executives
control oil and even charge Iraqi citizens outrageous gas prices. Many
believe that the money spent on the
war is taking away money from
schools and affordable health care.
“It’d be nice if I had some more

KIM BUCHOLZ/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Musicians kept fellow peace seekers warm inside and out as they sang and danced to anti-war songs.
The peace rally was held at Lake George Saturday as part of an early Veterans Day celebration.
benefits and all, but we’ve got to finish the job,” said Mike Wooten,
recently returning home from Iraq.
Wooten currently suffers from PTSD
and is having difficulty adjusting
back to society.
Wooten believes that the U.S. military or the U.N. has to stay and protect the people of Iraq. He worked 12
to 14 hour shifts doing things he was

not trained for. Wooten thinks that
troops are stretched way too thin and
need reinforcements.
Speakers and veterans attending
the rally disagree with need for more
troops in Iraq and want the current
troops to come home. Many of the
people attending the rally have loved
ones in the military.
“Bring them home and admit fail-

ure to provide us an adequate reason
to stay,” Lavone said.
The groups that participated in the
rally were the Alternatives to War
Committee, SCSU student group
Nonviolent Alternatives (NOVA),
SCSU People United for Peace
(PUP), CSB/SJU Student Coalition
for Global Solidarity, and PAX
CHRISTI.

Palestinian cabinet formed with Arafat
Soraya Sarhaddi Nelson
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

RAMALLAH, West Bank ––
Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia on Sunday announced the
long-awaited formation of his government that, to the dismay of U.S. and
Israeli leaders, leaves Yasser Arafat
firmly in control of security agencies
vital to future peace talks.
Hours later in Jerusalem, Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon won narrow approval from his Cabinet for a
controversial prisoner exchange that
would free approximately 400 Arabs ,
most of them Palestinian, in exchange
for a kidnapped Israeli businessman
and the remains of three Israeli soldiers held by Hezbollah guerrillas in
Lebanon.
Critics contend that neither of
Sunday’s developments will bring

peace or security.
Qureia said that he and the 23 other
ministers in his Cabinet would be presented Wednesday to the Palestinian
Legislative Council, which is expected
to give it a vote of confidence. But the
few details he revealed about the
Cabinet showed that Arafat had prevailed in their month-long power
struggle.
At the center of their tug-of-war
was Palestinian Gen. Nasser Yousef,
whom Qureia had asked to be his interior minister in charge of security
agencies. Arafat openly opposed
Yousef’s appointment after Yousef
refused last month to be sworn in
unless he was given a vote of confidence by Palestinian lawmakers.
Yousef and Arafat have clashed
behind closed doors over how much
authority the general would have.
Yousef will have no role in the new
Cabinet, officials said Sunday. Arafat

refused to let the general stay on even
as one of Qureia’s deputy prime ministers.
According to Palestinian officials,
Arafat confidant Hakam Balawi has
been tapped as interior minister, controlling the civil police and the
Preventive Security Service, which
would have a key role in any action
against militant groups. The other six
security agencies will report to a
National Security Council headed by
Arafat.
The incoming government does
not bode well for the U.S.-backed
“road map” to peace that has stalled
since summer. Sharon and President
Bush have tried to sideline Arafat,
whom they accuse of involvement in
Palestinian terror attacks, a charge the
74-year-old Palestinian leader denies.
Both countries have pressured the
Palestinians to place their security
forces, which are key to curbing mili-

tant groups, under an empowered
prime minister. On Sunday, it was
clear those efforts had failed.
“Arafat wants to tell all people he’s
the only man who can make decisions,” said Palestinian legislator
Hassan Khreisheh, who opposes the
aging leader. “This government will
bring nothing new,” Khreisheh added.
“They are playing games while people
are dying, suffering from hunger, suffering from Israeli (military) strikes.”
The Bush administration and Israel
expressed disappointment at Arafat
remaining in charge.
“The prime minister must have
control of all of the security forces and
insist that terrorists and military organizations not under the control of the
Palestinian Authority be disarmed and
dismantled,” said State Department
spokeswoman Amanda Batt, according to the Associated Press.
“The news of Arafat maintaining

control of the security forces is not
promising,” said Israeli Foreign
Minister Silvan Shalom.
But Arafat ally Saeb Erakat, who
will be a minister in the new government, welcomed the agreement. “Now
… we can concentrate on the real
issues of trying to revive the peace
process and continue the reform program,” he told CNN.
Meanwhile, a controversial IsraeliArab prisoner swap squeaked past
Israel’s Cabinet on a 12-11 vote
Sunday. Sharon’s reputation, marred
by his inability to stop Palestinian terror attacks and a campaign-finance
scandal, was riding on the deal, which
captivated an Israeli public yearning
for hope amid economic and wartime
despair. However, the deal excludes
Israel’s most famous MIA Airman
Ron Arad, who was shot down over
Lebanon 17 years ago.
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maurices grand opening
Visit us during our grand opening and register to win a

$50 Maurices gift certificate.

this Sunday at

First
Avenue

Newman Center. The Catholic
Church on Campus.
396 First Avenue South

20»

grand opening

one regular-priced item

Valid through November 22,2003

today’s best fashions for women

Crossroads Center St. Cloud
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MASS & EVENTS: (320) 251-3261
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with other offers except when used with ONE of the following:
credit card introductory coupon, Take Ten card, or Grand
Opening card. See store associate for details.
Item Discount%/Promo Code 16.
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Lancaster Place
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St. Cloud MN

320-654-1069
*Call for Details*
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Withdrawal
shows advocacy
The news of SCSU’s withdrawal from MSUSA is probably
the first time that many students on campus have even heard of
the organization.
The reason that this withdrawal happened, simply put, was a
lack of confidence in MSUSA on behalf of the student government here at SCSU. The council voted unanimously to withdraw from the conference, and, in doing so, sent a message
that maybe other organizations will follow. The message is one
that would deal with the mutual dependence that exists
between organizations and schools like ours. If the schools
aren’t taken care of, they will leave, and given enough time,
there won’t be any schools left to cater to.
Students at SCSU many not know what MSUSA is, but they
pay a small fee per credit to be a part of it. MSUSA is seeking
to raise that fee. When Student Government voted to leave the
organization, they did students a favor. Yes, $0.39 a credit is
not a lot of money per person, but it adds up over time. In this
era of economic downturn, this action could be seen as a move
on behalf of student government to work for student interest.
Saving people money is always a good thing, especially when
the alternative is having the money go to some sort of organization that is as useless to us as a dead limb.
Maybe this will set a pattern. Student organizations like
MSUSA are like remoras on sharks. For those who don’t know
what a remora is, it’s a small parasitic fish that attaches itself
to a shark and lives off of the waste food (sharks are very
messy eaters). If there are no schools, there are no organizations. If SCSU shows that it will not put up with poor performance, that may spawn a look into the other organizations on
campus to see how effectively they work for students. After
all, no one likes bloated bureaucratic excess, except for those
who profit from it.
SCSU is of course not the only school in the organization,
but during last year, we paid more than any other school. What
did we get out of this? If anything, certainly not what we paid
for. Maybe this is indicative of how these things work. In the
past, raising fees never seemed to make a difference in the
lives of ordinary students. They were putting more money into
a sacred cow of sorts with no benefit whatsoever towards
themselves. Now that we are gone, maybe they will feel it
where it counts: in the pocketbook.
Maybe this whole episode can show us that, in its own way,
the system does work. Students now won’t have to pay for
something that does nothing for them, thanks to the actions of
student government. Maybe we can have faith that at least
somewhere, someone is watching out for the interests of students.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary page are not necessarily those
of the college, university system or student body.

Lack of civility raises questions
Whatever happened to civility?
When I was a young and impressionable first-year student three years
ago, I took a speech class with Dan
Wildeson. When I walked out of his
class for the last time during finals
week, I felt like I had learned not only
about speech and communication, but
also about what it means to be human.
One of the books Dan had us read
was about civility. The title escapes me
and, to be honest, a good part of what
I read in that book has faded away into
the “jumble of academic stuff” that
lurks deep within the recesses of my
mind. But I do remember the book’s
message: our society lacks civility.
Though I did not think the book
was especially profound when I read
it, my mind has often wandered back
to it and its message: what happened to
civility?
Dictionary.com gives us four definitions of civility. Two come from the
American Heritage Dictionary: (1)
courteous behavior; politeness and (2)
a courteous act or utterance. The other
two from Princeton University’s
WordNet: (1) a formal or perfunctory
politeness or (2) the act of showing
regard for others.
Hmm.
I’m not going to get up on a soap
box and preach about how virtuous
civility is or how random acts of kindness can make somebody’s day. We all
know that. But I do wonder about
civility. Is it something people think
about much these days?
Are we so busy sitting at our com-
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puters, writing our e-mails and chatting with people online that we’ve forgotten how to have a pleasant, face-toface conversation with someone, sans
smilies?
Has our way of life become so
inundated with cell phones that we
really believe we can’t live without
them? That we must keep them on
annoying ring tones at all hours of the
day and night, in class, at the movies,
at concerts and in the grocery store?
That we must stop mid-sentence in a
conversation with the person standing
in front of us to answer the ring?
Are we always in the middle of
such an emergency that we must drive
as though our lives depended on arriving 10 seconds sooner? When did driving become a horrible, cut-throat,
rude gesture-inducing experience?
Some people stand right in front of
the doors to buildings and smoke, then
litter the ground with cigarette butts.
Others throw beer bottles at neighborhood garages. Still others spread
garbage around dorm bathrooms, plug
toilets with paper or just trash the
place. People scream insults at each
other when they hold opposing view-

points. We trample on others’ opinions
and take shots at people because
they’re different than us.
Yet we’re all human. We’re all here
for the same reason; we want love,
happiness and to feel needed and
wanted by those around us.
I’ve only have 22 years of human
experience under my belt. I certainly
don’t know have all of life’s answers
— I don’t even know half of the questions.
But one thing I have realized is that
we are quick to judge people, to put
them in a box without ever pausing to
consider who they really are, what
their motivations might be or what life
is like for them right now.
We may be men and women of
many different backgrounds, cultures,
races and religions, but we’re also all
people. Every person I see as I walk
across campus feels the same things I
feel. They’re overwhelmed by the
pressures of school. They’re frustrated
by the current economy’s lack of jobs.
They’re bursting with joy over a growing relationship. They’re melancholy
about a recent break-up. They’re looking forward to kicking back this weekend and relaxing with friends.
I may not understand these people,
I may not subscribe to their beliefs,
style, morals or political views.
But they’re still all people, really
just like me in more ways than not.
When I think about it that way, it’s
hard not to approach the world with
genuine goodwill and a sense of duty
to be kind to my fellow human beings.
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Sickness is
cutting into
busy time
I’m sitting in my room trying to
write this column after blowing my
nose three times in the last 15 minutes and choking down a thermos
of tea. My room is a mess, I can’t
find my glasses, I haven’t done my
laundry, I have a paper due tomorrow and a test the day after, and I
have a cold that has stuck around
for two weeks and counting. Ah
yes, it must be November at SCSU.
This is the time of year that everyone starts to lose interest in class,
either because we’re too sick to
pay attention, or it’s too stinking
cold to venture outside, or we have
the sneaking suspicion that our
professors have conspired together
to make our lives as miserable as
possible before they let us out for
Thanksgiving. The latter might not
be true, but dang, it sure feels that
way. Of course, being the responsible student that I am, I go straight
home from class and hit the books
right away so that I can stay caught
up with everything. Right? Ha!
Maybe in someone else’s dream
world. You’re more likely to find
me watching reruns of “I Love the
’80s” or walking around aimlessly
in the mall, as if somehow if I
don’t think about it, my work will
mysteriously write itself and then I
can instead focus on the deep and
meaningful parts of life, like the
fine points of my new instant messenger profile.
Some kind of balance needs to
be found here; everybody knows
that. Life requires a certain amount
of leisure and a certain amount of
productivity. It’s just that I’m still
getting used to the fact that I’m
supposed to be an adult now. I’m
supposed to be able to handle all
this without having a nervous
breakdown or gaining 10 pounds.
I’m supposed to be motivated and
responsible. But it’s hard when all
I want to do is stay in bed. Maybe
I’ll trick Health Services into
believing I have SARS. At least in
quarantine I’d get some sleep.

OPINIONS
Responding to
Kerry Price
I whole-heartedly agree with
you in that society does not make it
easy for women to be single mothers, and too often fathers are let off
the hook. However, our society has
never been competent at keeping
up with the times. I admit they are
making steps; i.e. day-care is
becoming more readily available
for single mothers (often free). I
hope that one day society will be
such that there will no longer be a
“need” for abortion, yet until that
day, society’s downfalls should not
be used as a scapegoat for the
necessity of abortion.
Contrary to what you said, I
have thought a lot about what
would happen if I were to have a
child. I personally would also not
be able to give my baby up for
adoption, I would have too much
love to let go. Yet, I also could not
face myself if I had an abortion. I
also know that I would be able to
support my baby through the help
of my family. I believe that if you
really, truly love someone, then
you will do whatever you can in
your power to do what is best for
that person, no matter how difficult
it is for you. It is those women who
do give their babies up for adoption that realize this, and it is the
purest form of love.
Kerry, you are welcome to your
views and I do respect them.
However, I have one last thought
for you. What would you say,
based on your views that it is not a
baby until it is six months old, to
my cousin Jaime? She was born
five months along.

Dana Whitten
First-year student
Advertising and
Accounting

Abortion stance a
grey area
Simple minds breed simple
banter. With the multitude of letters to these pages lately regarding
abortion, I felt compelled to shed a
little light. Abortion is such a
polarized issue; it’s not hard to
understand why nothing has been
done about it. Don’t get me wrong
now; one’s views on the act of
abortion have to be for or against.
However, one can be pro-life and
still support the side of pro-choice.

Why? It is because the anti-abortion movement is missing the
point.
I submit that anyone would be
hard-pressed to find a true PROabortionist. That simply does not
exist. To describe a pro-CHOICE
person is to depict someone who
sees that criminalization of the act
is akin to, for lack of a better word,
imprisoning a woman who in many
cases is alone, no doubt frightened,
and very unsupported. Alternatives
given by the anti-abortionists, a
term I purposely use instead of
pro-life, don’t amount to solutions.
Though, in the interest of brevity,
discussion of that will have to wait.
I mentioned before the ability
to be pro-life while siding with the
pro-choicers. We as humans exist
on this planet due to a phenomenon
that is utterly extraordinary. That is
true whether you believe in a god
or not. That phenomenon alone
makes the arbitrary ending of a life
as wrong as wrong can be. That
said, someone who is anti-abortion
should be driven to get rid of abortion instead of just criminalizing it.
To do that, one has to be interested
in why abortions happen. Abortion
statistics dealing with reasons are
invalid to say the least. That is why
the anti-group sees every woman
getting one as doing it just for
sport.
For whatever reasons, abortion
has come about as a procedure.
The fact of the matter is, it’s not
going away. Look at all the illegal
acts that are now large industries.
If you are truly pro-life, stop being
so anti-abortion. Otherwise, 30
years from now, we will have had
60 years of abortion.

Steve Bartell
Graduate Studies
Biology

make up names here, half the letters would probably be from the
writers here, seeing what they
could get away with. Basically, to
sum it up, the reason we ask for
names and contact information is
to protect both ourselves and our
readers from potentially false
statements. Clear enough?
Next topic. In the past few
weeks, the Chronicle has gotten a
few pieces of mail for this page
that that aren’t letters to the editor.
I refer here to poems. We’ve gotten
a few of them, and as much as we
may like them, we will not print
them. It’s not that we think they are
bad; it’s just that this space is for
letters, not some sort of refrigerator door to hang your latest creation. If you make something you
are proud of, there are contests for
prose. I suggest you look into
them.
Another feature we are trying
out is below, with the survey box.
At www.UniversityChronicle.com,
there is a poll box, and you can
vote. Hopefully this will catch on,
and we’ll be able to get a better
feel for how students feel on various issues that affect them and
their campus life. So vote and
make your opinion matter.
Once again, thank you to all
who have expressed interest in
writing for this page as a regular
columnist. Unfortunately, the need
for more columnists has been met,
and there is no more room. The
only thing I can say is to try back
next semester, because there is
turnover and openings may
become available. We’re always
looking for regular writers though,
so if you are interested, please
come down to Stewart Hall 13,
where someone can help you out
and answer any questions you
might have.

Vote! Vote! Vote!

From the Editor
Several readers have written in
asking why we have the policy
with name use. To answer that, one
would have to look at it this way.
If you were in charge of a publication that was funded by school
money, would you not take care to
verify possibly controversial opinions that could be printed on your
pages? Well, we here at the
Chronicle don’t want to take any
chances of that. We believe that if
you want to state your opinions on
this page, you should use your real
name and not be a coward about it.
I mean, let’s face it, if we could

Here are the results for last
week’s UniversityChronicle.com
poll question:
Are you in favor of the levy?
YES- 50%
NO- 48%
UNDECIDED- 2%
Thanks to all of those who
participated! For our next issue,
we take a look at MSUSA.
Should SCSU pull out of
MSUSA? What do you think?
Vote on
UniversityChronicle.com today!
Make your opinion count for
something!

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.
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Fitzgerald
story still
holds power
November has brought me many
things. The first, and probably most
important, is the fact that I was born
in November. I’m a freeze baby. Most
of the people I know complain about
winter and what it does to the land,
but I admire its simplicity. There is no
right or wrong in it — it just is.
Something else that comes to me
in November is an anniversary. When
Nov. 10 rolls around, the radio makes
brief blurbs and references to those
who listen, but most seem to not hear.
I’m talking about the sinking of the
Edmund Fitzgerald. The Fitzgerald
was an ore freighter that sank in Lake
Superior on a stormy November night
in 1975, taking with her all 29 men
aboard. No bodies were ever found.
The story was popularized in song by
Gordon Lightfoot, and took its place
among the other events that make up
Midwest folk lore.
I couldn’t tell you why people
remember this story. Maybe it’s just
the fact that it makes the imagination
go crazy to think how a modern
freighter, made of steel, over 729 feet
long, could be destroyed by nature.
Maybe it’s because no one survived
and we’ll never know exactly what
happened. But go to any town on the
shore of the lakes, and this even ranks
right up there with the Titanic sinking.
Rich and poor people died on the
Titanic. There weren’t enough boats.
We all know the story, thanks to the
movie. But there will never be a
movie about the Edmund Fitzgerald
or her crew. They weren’t rich, and
(in life) they weren’t famous. They
were working men with families trying to squeeze one more trip into a
season. Maybe that’s the appeal to the
story—these were common working
men who just happened to be on the
wrong ship at the wrong time.
So today, the ship’s bell at the
Mariner’s Cathedral in Detroit will
toll 29 times for the men of the
Edmund Fitzgerald. And those who
know the story, myself included, will
remember a night back in 1975 when
29 men with families “went missing,”
taken from this life by the gales of
November.
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Despite 409, coach remains humble
Bobby Hart
SPORTS EDITOR

COLLEGEVILLE — St. John’s
head football coach John Gagliardi sat
in the press conference that was seen
across the nation Saturday shortly
after winning his 409th game in a 2926 win over Bethel College.
The monumental win broke Eddie
Robinson’s record making Gagliardi
the winningest football coach in
NCAA history.
After entertaining a packed room
of reporters with his infamous
comedic personality for about five
minutes, Gagliardi stepped off the
podium to give his seat to wide
receiver Blake Elliott who had 15
receptions for 163 yards and two
touchdowns in the win.
“He’s the one who played, I’ve
said enough,” Gagliardi said.
Even in the face of national history, Gagliardi somehow managed to
keep the same humble personality
he’s had since he started coaching at
St. John's in 1953.
SJU media relations managed to
grab Gagliardi another chair only to
see him give it away again, this time
to quarterback Ryan Keating who
threw 32 completions for 315 yards
and four touchdowns.
Gagliardi, now 77 years old, stood
on the floor below the podium the rest
of the time to answer questions.
The question that was on everybody’s mind popped up first, “How
does it feel?”
“I still don’t know,” Gagliardi
said. “I don’t think my wife (Peggy)
likes me any better, well, I don’t
know. It’s nice. It’s better than being

RYAN HENRY/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

St. John’s University head football coach John Gagliardi stands among his team, wife Peggy and a frenzy of media Saturday after SJU’s 2926 win over Bethel College. With the win, Gagliardi became the winningest coach in NCAA history at any level.
on the bottom. I think Peggy will still
make me take out the garbage.”
Although the occasion was on a
national level, Gagliardi kept giving
credit to the small town community.
“It’s amazing how many great ball
players are in these small towns,”
Gagliardi said after he talked about
recruiting Josh Nelson (Milaca) Ryan
Winandt (Wabasha) and Elliot
(Melrose) in attempt to shift the atten-

tion off himself once again. “I always
say in every small town there’s one
great ball player, one very smart kid
and one very good looking gal.”
We’re happy with what we’re
doing. We’re not looking for converts,
not looking to change the world,
We’ve got this nice little spot in
Central Minnesota and we’re happy
with it.”
That little spot in Central

Minnesota turned into a huge blotch
in national sports Saturday. Clemens
Stadium hosted a school record
13,107 fans Saturday, not counting
then plethora of media that packed not
only the press box, but also the sidelines. ESPN even had a televised
interview with Gagliardi after the
game.
Fans braved the bitter cold and
began lining up around 9 a.m. for the

game that began at 1 p.m.
“I was flabbergasted,” Gagliardi
said. “I went to mass at 9:15 a.m. this
morning and people were lined up at
the gate that doesn’t open till 10 a.m.
I thought, my god, these people are
going to sit in the stands all that while,
the least we can do is play. I guarantee
I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t have to
be.”
■

Go to Gagliardi PAGE 12.

Huskies remain undefeated with UMD sweep
Bobby Hart
SPORTS EDITOR

It looks as if the Huskies may
have finally found their starting
goaltender.
After rotating Tim Boron, Jason
Montgomery, and Adam Coole for
the last six games, neither of the
three were tested enough to stick
out from the crowd.
This weekend Coole may have
aced the biggest test of his life
when he lead the no. 10 Huskies to
a sweep over the no. 9, and previously undefeated UMD Bulldogs at
the Duluth Entertainment and

Convention
Center.
Although, it
wasn’t
easy.
Coole stood on
his head for the
majority of the
weekend, while
facing the same
team he was cut
Adam
from in 2002. But
Coole the junior Duluth
native made 33
saves in Friday’s 3-2 victory and 40
saves in Saturday’s 5-3 win, overshadowing UMD’s sophomore AllWCHA goalie Isaac Reichmuth

who was pulled in the second period Saturday after saving only 14 of
17 shots. Not bad considering
Reichmuth’s commitment to UMD
in 2002 lead to Coole’s elimination
from Scott Sandelin’s program.
“It was an unbelievable weekend
for him.” said junior Dave
Iannazzo. “The whole team was
behind him. It was an emotional
weekend for Coole and it’ll be one
that he’ll always remember. He
went out there and proved a lot of
people in Duluth wrong.”
Coole also received some big
time offensive help from Junior
Mike Doyle who stuck three goals

and added an assist on the weekend
making him the team’s new point
leader with eight (four goals, four
assists).
Although Doyle gained about 20
lbs. of muscle over the summer, he
credited patience as the biggest
boost in his game.
“Any time I get an opportunity, I
really try and focus on burying it,”
Doyle said. “I have to play loose
and I try not to keep such a tight
grip on the stick. I was making sawdust out of the stick last year. Now
I’m a lot looser.”
SCSU’s Doyle, Iannazzo, and
Brent Hill line has continued to be

their most lethal. The forwards have
combined for 18 points so far this
season.
Iannazzo scored his fourth goal
of the season (tying him with Doyle
and Hengen for the team lead)
Saturday while assisting Doyle
once. Hill scored his first goal of
the season at the 4:20 mark of the
second period Friday to draw the
first blood of the series.
UMD’s Luke Stauffacher, and
Evan Schwabe then scored back to
back rebound goals within a little
over a minute of each other midway
through the period.
■

Go to Hockey PAGE 13.
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Season ends with win over NDSU
Ben Birnell
STAFF WRITER

On a blustery cold day for college
football, one team decided that losing wasn’t an option, and one field
decided it wanted one last hurrah
added to its unerasable memories
over its 67-year existence.
Saturday’s match between the
Huskies and the visiting North
Dakota State University Bison had
more plot twists than your average
dramatic movie, but the Huskies
found themselves holding the winning end of the stick 33-30 this week
in dramatic overtime fashion to break
a two-game losing streak and finish
4-0 at home in the 2003 season.
NDSU’s loss, coupled with North
Dakota’s 26-point win over South
Dakota, gives the Sioux the outright
NCC title. The loss also ends the
NCAA Division II playoff hopes for
the Bison (5-2 NCC, 7-3 overall).
This game, like five other
instances for the Huskies this season,
came down to a game-winning field
goal. Sophomore kicker Shawn
Braunagel, a native of Fargo, N.D.,
kicked a 28-yard field goal at the end
of the Huskies overtime possession
to give his team the lead.
It was a bittersweet ending for
Braunagel, who had previously come
up two yards short on a 46-yard
potential game-winning field goal
attempt at the end of regulation and
had also slipped and missed a PAT in
the earlier in the second quarter.
“It was a solid hit and when it’s
from 25 yards, you have a lot more
confidence from there than you do
from 45, given the conditions,”
Braunagel said about the field goal.
“You couldn’t plant (your feet)
because it was like ice, the ball was
hard and cold. I hit (the 46-yarder)
well, but the wind just knocked it
down.”
After Braunagel’s field goal gave
the Huskies the three-point lead,
SCSU had to keep NDSU from scoring and stealing away a last-ditch
win. The Bison had 514 yards of
offense going into the overtime and
had fired off 17 unanswered second■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Gagliardi
Gagliardi’s 55-year legendary
coaching career that already
includes three national championships, 26 conference titles (23
with St. John’s after Saturday’s win)
and only two losing seasons, was
capped off with arguably the biggest
feat in Minnesota college football
history.
However, the win didn’t come
easy against the previously undefeated no. 10 ranked Bethel Royals.
The no. two ranked Johnnies

half points to tie the game.
“We had it taken to us in the second half and we just decided to buckle down,” said Husky sophomore
defensive end Charlie Cosgrove,
who had four tackles for loss. “We
take pride in defending our field.”
NDSU got the ball at the Huskies’
25, a la collegiate overtime rules,
after Braunagel’s sudden death field
goal. On second-and-10, Cosgrove
tackled Bison senior tailback Rod
Malone for a 5-yard loss. Malone
ended the day beating up the Huskies
on the ground with 210 yards rushing
and two TD scores.
“They’d been running a lot of
draw plays, so I’d figure I’d go inside
and it just opened up and I happened
to be right there,” Cosgrove said. “I
wasn’t letting him get away.”
After NDSU was called for a
penalty and had an incomplete pass,
it was fourth-and-long. Junior quarterback Tony Stauss tried to complete a pass toward junior wide
receiver Allen Burrell near the first
down marker. But SCSU senior cornerback Nate Loughran knocked the
ball down to send the Huskies players and coaching staff into a jubilant
celebration on the field, despite a
argument by Burrell with on-field
officials.
“I didn’t really think he was
going to catch it the whole time,”
Loughran said. “At first, I thought
about the interception. I thought he’d
cut under me, so I just knocked it
down. I tapped him a little bit, so I
didn’t know if they were going to
call pass interference or not.”
To the happiness of all Husky
coaches, players and fans he wasn’t
called for interference and the
Huskies celebrated beating the Bison
in back-to-back years for the first
time in the series history. NDSU,
which moves up to Division I-AA
next fall, leads the series 21-5-1.
Senior
quarterback
Keith
Heckendorf was happy with the win
and to finish with a personal winning
record against rival NDSU.
“I finished 2-1 against them, one
of the few teams I had a winning
record against,” a happy Heckendorf

said. “You’ve always got to believe
you can win. There were a lot of
games this year that didn’t go the
way we wanted, but we kept believing and the guys never quit.”
SCSU led by 17 points at the half.
Heckendorf had 53 of his career-best
73 rushing yards and a TD. He also
threw for 133 of his 293 yards and
two other TDs in the first half. The
Bison, however, scored on three
straight possessions in the second
half and tied the game at 30 when
senior tight end Mike Wieser caught
a 14-yard TD pass from Stauss with
6:11 left in the fourth quarter.
With Victory Sports One providing TV timeouts and the field that
didn’t want the game to end, the
game slowly crept into the near darkness of the cold November evening.
Selke Field has been without lights
since the early 1950s.
“I was telling the official that we
don’t have lights, so we were fortu-

nate to get out of there,” SCSU head
coach Randy Hedberg said. “It was a
game that tested our character and I
think our guys really battled and
hung in there. It was a credit to our
players still believing we could win
the game in overtime.”

trailed 14-6 in the first half and 2622 in the fourth quarter after Bethel
quarterback Scott Kirchoff (10 completions, 137 yards, two touchdowns) made a diving four-yard run
into the endzone with about five
minutes remaining.
Kirchoff stayed down for about
twenty minutes grimmacing in pain,
but was eventually taken off the
field by an ambulance.
It all came down to a cold
Johnnies offense.
“I looked at Blake and said this
earlier but, I think that they left too
much time on the clock,” Keating
said. “We were very confident that
we could go down and score.”
And the Johnnies did just that

when Keating hit runningback Josh
Nelson with a five-yard touchdown
pass with only 2:03 remaining.
Bethel back-up quarterback A.J.
Parnell turned the ball over on the
first Royals possession when he was
sacked by Weinandt who also recovered the ball at the Bethel 21- yardline to start the huge celebration.
Fans, players and a hoard of
media rushed the field in a mass
around Gagliardi. St. John’s
President Brother Dietrich Reinhart
presented Gagliardi with a presidential citation while his team held up a
banner behind him.
Gagliardi mentioned that his
team was careful never to mention
number 409 in practice prior to the

big game.
“I’ve never heard 409 come out
of that guy, even if you’re talking
about cleaning supplies,” Blake
said. “I’ve been here five years and
knowing the man, he makes you
want to play and work hard. I think
everybody playing today had that
same feeling. We wanted to be a
part of it. You get alumni that come
back and have associations with certain accomplishments. We wanted
our association to be a part of 409.”
After a majority of a lifetime as
head coach at St. John’s and a
resume of accomplishments that go
down in national history, Gagliardi
hasn’t really considered retirement
but isn’t looking too far ahead

DAN ESLICKER/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Players scramble for the ball Saturday during the Huskies’ 33-30 overtime victory at Selke field. SCSU’s
Mark Henderson (54) recovered the ball on the play.

Running Wild
Heckendorf became the fifth
NCAA Division II quarterback to
throw 100 career touchdown passes
in the first half Saturday. He did it on
an 11-yard strike to Ryan Koch. He
ended up throwing for a school
record 9,695 career yards, which is
good enough for fourteenth on the
Division II list. His ability to run was
showcased on display Saturday afternoon. Yes, he completed 27 of 41
passes threw for 293 and two TDs,
but he had 23 carries for a career-best
73 yards.
“The ‘O’ linemen always joke to
me that none of the quarterbacks can
run,” said Heckendorf, who ran 61

times for 210 yards and three TDs in
the last five games. “At halftime, I
told them, I just never told you guys
I could run.”

More Records
Junior punter Scott Dirkes averaged 41.2 yards per punt, which
breaks the school single-season
record of 40.0 by Dave Balke in
1984.
Sophomore
kicker
Shawn
Braunagel was 3-for-4 on PATs,
which extended his school singleseason record for PATs in a season.
Braunagel was 40-for-43 on PATs.
The old record was 32 by Dan Pridon
in 1989.
Heckendorf completed 232 of
371 passes for 2,905 yards, which all
three are school records. He completed a school-record 62.5 percent of
his passes with 30 touchdowns and
10 interceptions. Steve Erickson set
the old school record of 60.5 in 1975.
either.
“I hope I can make it to next
week,” he said. “You see guys like
Bear Bryant and when he retired he
died within weeks. That scares me.
You also see guys like Dick Vermiel
who retire and come back. So many
guys retire and come back, there
must be something there.”
Whatever that something is, it
has kept Gagliardi at SJU for 50
years, which was long enough to
produce a legendary coaching
career that will now finally be
immortal in the NCAA record
books.
Just don’t expect John Gagliardi
to act any differently.
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Sporting

Events
FRIDAY
■ Volleyball vs. MSU-Mankato
at Halenbeck Hall at 7 p.m. at
Halenbeck Hall.
■ Women’s Hockey vs. Ohio
State at the National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. the
University of North Dakota at
Engelstad Arena in Grand Forks
at 7:05 p.m. The game can be
heard on 88.1 KVSC-FM.

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Basketball vs.
Minnesota Crookston at
Halenbeck Hall at 6 p.m.
■ Men’s Basketball vs.
Minnesota Crookston at
Halenbeck Hall at 8 p.m.
■ Women’s Hockey vs. Ohio
State at the National Hockey
Center at 7:05 p.m.

UPCOMING
■ Men’s Basketball vs. Dakota
Wesleyan University at
Halenbeck at 4 p.m. Nov.16.
■ Women’s Basketball at
Concordia Tournament vs.
Concordia at 8 p.m. Nov. 21.
■ Men’s Hockey at RPI at 6
p.m. Nov. 21, 22.
■ Women’s Hockey at the
University of Wisconsin at 7:05
p.m. Nov. 21, 22.
■ Swim and Dive at the
Minnesota Challenge at the
University of Minnesota Nov.
21, 22.
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Volleyball team looks ahead
It was a nice scene at Halenbeck
Hall Saturday night.
The women’s volleyball team
honored their parents in pre-game
ceremonies before taking on the
University of South Dakota in front
of a near capacity crowd.
Unfortunately, it was one of the high
points during what turned out to be
another disappointing weekend for
the Huskies.
After losing the first match of a
two-day home stand to NebraskaOmaha Friday, the Huskies again
fell Saturday to USD. The pair of
weekend losses now put the
Huskies’ record at 11-17 overall, and
they have now been officially eliminated from postseason competition.
After losing to Nebraska-Omaha
Friday, the Huskies came into
Saturday looking to get back on the
winning track. The match against
USD once again provided an example of feisty play, yet in the end it
just wasn’t enough against the 18-9
Coyotes. SCSU was within one
point on seven separate occasions
during the first two games, yet
couldn’t get that extra boost to pull
ahead.
The third, and ultimately final
game was more of the same. Carried
by seniors Kari Turkowski and Cara
Bartolic, the Huskies were within
one point twice during game three,
and fought back to tie the score at 27
and 28. The effort would come up
short though, and USD took the
game (30-28) and the match and left
Halenbeck Hall with the sweep.
“We just didn’t bring our ‘A’
game tonight,” Meghan Hardy said.
“They brought their ‘A’ game
though, and that was just the difference.”
That seems to be the standard
■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Hockey
Doyle then answered right back
on a four-on-four when he cleaned
up a rebound from a Tim Conboy
shot and poked it past Reichmuth.
First-year
defenseman
Justin
Fletcher also recorded his first collegiate point with an assist on the play.
Husky sophomore Konrad
Reeder scored the game winner 2:32
into the third period when he buried
a gift that took an awkward bounce
from the back of the goal when
Husky forward Nate Raduns and a
UMD defender wrestled along the
boards. It was Reeder’s second goal
of the season.
SCSU withstood lopsided third
periods both nights in Duluth, giving
the good showing of Husky fans at
the DECC some heart problems.
They were out-shot in the final 20
minutes 12-3 Friday, and 23-11
Saturday.
“We had some lapses defensively

line coming from the team: that the
“A” game just wasn’t brought to the
gym, and that in order for this team
to win, it’s imperative they play up
to their full potential. It’s getting
more and more obvious, however,
that the team’s often referred to “A”
game is in fact brought to the gym
every night, and truth be told, this
team has shown flashes of brilliance.
Don’t get confused here though;
there are problems, fixable problems, but problems that more than
anything else are just growing pains.
For starters, as a collective unit,
the team relies too much on their two
work horses Kari Turkowski and
Cara Bartolic. Granted, this pair of
seniors should be used as a crutch
for a team with so much youth, and
they both fit the senior leadership
role perfectly.
Saturday, Turkowski didn’t leave
the floor for a single point. The
senior gives coach Patricia Mickow
a multi-faceted offensive tool that
the team’s game plan revolves
around. That’s been her role all season, and teammates love to talk
about her work ethic and desire to
play the game of volleyball.
As far as Bartolic goes, nobody
in the N.C.C. makes more skin-tohardwood screeching as she does.
She’s a rock in the back row, and it
seems like if a ball can get past her,
it would probably get past anybody.

She’s only been playing Libero full
time for a year, and would have hundreds of more digs if she played the
position originally.
Senior Jane Backes provided
additional firepower from the outside before her knee injury that may
have unintentionally begun the post
Turkowski/Bartolic/Backes era of
SCSU volleyball.
“Of course we really miss Jane;
she is a powerful outside hitter and
we’re not the same team without
her,” Coach Mickow said. “But
everyone I’ve asked to step up in her
absence really has done a good job.”
Be that as it may, the numbers
Backes has traditionally put up
haven’t been matched by her
replacements, and that leads to the
next point.
If the team is straining to fill the
gap left by Backes, what is the fate
of next year’s team that has to fill the
huge production vacuum that
Turkowski and Bartolic are going to
leave?
As for the bright spots? This is
one thing this team has in abundance. Starting with current juniors
Meghan Hardy, Leah Herrboldt and
Lindsay Ashburn, next year’s team
has in place a potential core very
similar to the one the three seniors
provide now. The problem this year
has been the inconsistency, and
while all three have produced productive numbers this season, their
collective output is going to have to
be elevated as part of the effort to fill
the void left to them by the cycle of
graduation.
Sophomores Joy Burgbacher and
Jamie Schlagel will likely also play
a more prominent role on next year’s
squad. Burgbacher in particular has
shown her ability to be a dominant

player at the net, and has the ability
to consistently fire bullets at opponent’s feet. Her ability to tally kills
will be an important asset over the
next two years, and coaches Mickow
and Johnson should have fun helping her hone her skills.
“Joy’s a stud. She really makes
things happen when she’s out there,
especially tonight,” Hardy said.
“She proved that she can get the job
done, and she better play a more
prominent role next year. I think she
puts up a good block, and yeah,
she’ll be a big part of the team next
year.”
The first-year players also show
extreme potential, with tons of
height. Both RaeAnne Stanley and
Deanna Pieper have seen quality
minutes this year, and should be a
dependable source of production for
several years.
What’s next? In the long term,
things next year and beyond should
steadily improve. If the order of progression holds true, we could see at
worst a .500 team next year, and at
best a legitimate playoff contender.
Despite the team’s current 11-17
record, the program has had its best
season since ‘99, and all indications
and precedents point to the bonafide
turning around of an athletic program.
As for the short term, the team
will honor its three seniors before
their final game of the year against
Mankato. The Mavericks are currently in a fight for a first place finish in the N.C.C., and a win against
SCSU Nov. 14 would all but guarantee that outcome. It should give the
Huskies an excellent chance to bring
their mysterious “A” game and send
their seniors out on a memorable
note.

and were a little complacent at
times,” Doyle said. “I think we
played better system-wise Friday
night. I don’t know how many twoon-ones we gave up Saturday but we
didn’t play too well defensively.”
The Bulldogs struck first
Saturday 3:12 into the game when
Tim Stapleton converted on the first
of many two-on-ones that Adam
Coole saw.
Doyle finally answered back with
less than a minute left in the first
period during the process of setting
up a delayed penalty after Marco
Peluso slashed Coole in the helmet
with his stick while skating by.
Doyle deked out Reichmuth by
reversing a backhand to a forehand
that he buried through the five-hole.
The goal was the first of three unanswered that the Huskies would rack
up.
The penalty carried over into the
second period when Iannazzo
wrapped around the left post and
flicked a shot between Reichmuth’s
legs to give the Huskies a 2-1 lead at
the 1:24 mark.

Midway through the second period, first-year forward Gary
Houseman fired a slap shot that went
off Reichmuth’s glove and found the
back of the net for his first collegiate
goal, widening the margin to 3-1.
The Bulldogs answered back in
the third period with two two-on-one
breaks, in which Peluso and
Stapleton snuck past Coole to tie the
game at three a piece.
Doyle’s third goal of the series
(second 4-on-4) marked the gamewinner when he received a pass from
Iannazzo and wristed a shot in the
top right corner past newly instated
goalie Josh Johnson at the 12:11
mark.
UMD pulled their goalie at the
2:00 minute mark to add an extra
man, but Husky defenseman Matt
Gens found the puck in the neutral
zone and put the game away with an
empty net goal.
After the final seconds ticked off
the clock, Adam Coole skated to the
Husky fan section boards where he
was mobbed by his teammates. A
broom flew out on the ice marking

the first time UMD’s been swept in
the DECC since the beginning of
January of 2002.
After a pre-season prediction of
an eighth place conference finish,
the Huskies continue to shock the
Hockey world and remain the only
unbeaten team in the WCHA after
their fifth straight win, and second
conference sweep.
However, the road ahead gets no
easier, as the Huskies will face second ranked UND at Ralph Engelstad
Arena, where the Fighting Sioux just
finished sweeping the Gophers to
remain undefeated at home in conference play.
“Going into Duluth and getting
the win Friday and then finishing off
the sweep Saturday, you can’t beat
it. Nobody gave us a chance for even
one win over there,” Iannazzo said.
“But we won’t look at our record at
this point in the season and pay very
much attention to it. This is not a
team that’ll get full of itself. We
know that we need to work hard
every night to get a win.”

JAY
CORN
STAFF
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Who is taking advantage of
FREE RIDE?
Your friends and neighbors are getting on board Metro
Bus and getting to class on time. SCSU students and
employees can ride anywhere the Metro Bus goes - take it
to work, shopping, or class, AND IT’S ALL FREE!!!! Just
swipe your valid I.D. through the fare box and you’re good
to go.
Take a Free Ride to campus and home and kiss your
parking hassles good bye.
For information check out our website:
stcloudmtc.com or call 251-RIDE.

Free Ride is sponsored by SCSU and the St. Cloud MTC
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Artwork enriches campus
Jay Corn
STAFF WRITER

Winter is officially here and
once again the seasonal grumblings
about the cold, about classes and
being broke can be heard campus
wide.
The monotony of everyday
academia and the lack of cheap
entertainment options may lead one
to believe that there is no hope of
social salvation.
There might be some relief
though, a way for you to spend
some quality time with that girl you
are after, or a way for you to contemplate that persistent problem
you’re dealing with in a unique and,
best of all, free.
Perhaps you didn’t know it, but
Atwood Center has an art collection
that rivals just about any private
collection in the state. We’ve all
seen the artwork hanging
in
Atwood and around the rest of campus, but as is usually the case with
art, there’s more to this than the
casual passing glance.
Worth well over $250,000, the
Atwood Center Art Committee has
accumulated over 160 different
pieces of art since its inception.
Formed when Atwood was built, the
committee has kept pace with
expansion of both the building itself
and the student population. Their
goal is to educate the campus com-

“We all start out as a
blank board ... As we
experience life, people,
places and things, our
personalities are
developed.”
Megan Blondeau
ARTIST
munity with one of the most universal and basic traits of human culture, and to enhance the student
union with a better living environment by providing various visual
art forms.
Because there is no possible way
to display all its paintings in a tactful way, the committee has over
half of its collection in storage at
any given time, and cycles the
works whenever they deem appropriate. If you were to spend three
minutes looking at every piece of
art currently on display, it would
take over two hours to get through
the building.
Chances are you have seen
some of the more prominent pieces
before, maybe on your way to
Copies Plus or while having a cup

RYAN HENRY/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

A myriad of paintings from the Atwood Center Art Committee’s
art collection is on display in the Atwood Theater Lounge in the
Atwood Memorial Center in hopes of educating and beautifying the
campus. Artwork displayed is from a collection of over 160 pieces
worth over $250,000.

of coffee in the Mall View Lounge.
Perhaps you haven’t though; perhaps it’s been awhile since you
stopped to take in the aesthetic
atmosphere of the grounds you
romp through on a daily basis.
“There is a lot of art around, now
that I stop and think about it,” said
sophomore communications major
Heather Brand. “My roommate’s an
art major and is always telling me
that I should really explore art
more. She says that it will make me
feel better, but to be honest, I never
took the time to really look at all
this stuff.”
One of the more visible paintings is located in the main lounge,
to the right of the coffee stand,
hanging above a circle of those
comfortable, oversized chairs and
couches unique to Atwood. The
work is by Megan Blondeau, and is
a charcoal self portrait. It was purchased in 2002 and is valued at
$800. Purchased at a student art
show, it is one of the many examples of work done by former SCSU
artists, and keeps with the committee’s philosophy of “supporting our
own.”
While not all of the works in
Atwood’s collection have been
done by alumni, many have, and if
the theory holds true, these artists’
works will soon be coveted items
on the art market. Some already are.
Blondeau’s work, titled “Self
Portrait: A Process,” is meant to
convey the inherent imperfection of
the human race. Ironically,
Blondeau says that the work usually reminds people of someone they
know, which she finds strange
because of her distinct facial features and unique beauty mark.
“My piece is very similar to life.
We all start off as a blank board. We
have a grid which represents life’s
situations. As we experience life,
people, places and things, our personalities are developed,” Blondeau
said.
“Mistakes we try to erase are
still present in our lives, but only
because they help shape who we
are.”
As far as monetary value goes,
one of the more valuable pieces on
display is one by former SCSU professor Joe Aiken. Aiken’s work
“Gringo/Gringa” is located in the
Atwood Theatre Lounge, and is valued at $4,000.
Aiken began teaching at SCSU

RYAN HENRY/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

A charcoal portrait entitled “Self Portrait: A Process,” by Megan
Blondeau hangs in Atwood’s main lounge. It is valued at $800 and
was purchased at a student art show in 2000. Blondeau is a former
SCSU student and the purchase of her artwork fits in with the
Atwood Center Art Committee’s philosophy of “Supporting our
own.”
in 1969 and was chair of the art
department his final year before
retiring in 2002. The work was a
donation, and expresses the artist’s
fruitless search for a female soul
mate.
“I have searched the world for

the muse. Considering the muse to
have female attributes, I have
sought her in all the appropriate
places,” Aiken said.
■
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UPB showcases popular acts
Amanda Degen
STAFF WRITER

The University Program Board
will have their hands full in
December as the “Real World
Paris‚” cast comes to campus on the
fourth and Evanescence performs
the following day.
The Real World cast — consisting of Ace, Adam, Christina, CT,
Leah, Mallory and Simon — will be
in Ritsche Auditorium to speak to
students and field personal questions from the audience. They will
be covering topics such as diversity,
conflict resolution, multiculturalism
and AIDS.
“The Real World” is in its 13th
season, as each year, seven new
strangers are chosen to live together
in one house, and viewers are invited to witness the chaos and conflict
that occurs within it. The Paris cast
is the most recent group of strangers
to be a part of the Real World, and
the second cast to be placed in an
international location. The cast not
only had to live with each other, but
also battle the language and culture
barrier that was a unique aspect of
their foreign location.
UPB’s
National
Events

“We’ve had a lot of
very educated speakers
here ... but we wanted
to provide more of a
fun atmosphere that
incorporates education
and entertainment.”
Alan LeMay
UPB NATIONAL EVENTS
COORDINATOR
Coordinator Allen LeMay, who
arranged for the cast to come to
campus, spoke of why they were
chosen as prominent speakers.
“It’s a sort of reward for SCSU
students,” LeMay said. “We’ve had
a lot of very educated speakers here,
such as Maya Angelou, but we
wanted to provide more of a fun
atmosphere that incorporates education and entertainment.”
He also discussed the method
through which speakers are chosen.

Booklets from agencies are sent
around to college campuses to let
local program boards know who
will be available to stop by campus
and for how much. Polls were conducted earlier in the year to gather
the general interests of the student
population.
“We asked the committee what
we thought students would like to
see and they chose the Real World,
and it was feasible with our budget,” Lemay said.
The
following
evening,
Evanescence will be performing in
Halenbeck Hall with Seether,
Finger Eleven and Godhead as part
of a series of concerts that UPB
sponsors every year. The four bands
had been touring together this summer as part of a Nintendo sponsored
tour and are mostly a hard-rock
line-up.
“We chose Evanescence based
on their popularity,” said Ryan
Meints, concert committee coordinator of UPB. “They’re new, it’s a
genre that we haven’t really hit
before, in terms of hard rock and
we’ve never brought a female headliner to the university.
Choosing a band to headline is
similar to the process of choosing
■

speakers. Colleges are notified
through e-mail by everyone in the
music industry giving a heads up on
bands that will be touring the
Midwest, the times they are available to play and the price range they
offer. E-mails are sent in late summer, giving the university time to
make arrangements for a winter or
spring show. Meints also had a
panel of 40 students that he consults, in case a band is “questionable,” in terms of whether it will be
a success on campus, in the community and financially .
“Evanescence is still a new
band, which is why they have three
headliners, as they are promoting
their tour as a full show,” Meints
said.
The band has only released one
album and plays it almost in its
entirety in the show.
Evanescence hails from Little
Rock, Ark. and is best known for its
recent single “Bring Me To Life.”
Both Seether and Finger Eleven are
international acts, hailing from
South Africa and Ontario, Canada,
respectively. Seether is promoting
their U.S. debut “Disclaimer,” and
Finger Eleven, who appeared on the
Daredevil Soundtrack along with

Evanescence, is promoting their
self-titled third album.
“We’re very sincere about what
we do,” said Amy Lee, lead singer
of Evanescence. “There’s so much
pre-packaged teen angst these days
in music. That’s not us. We’re not
trying to sell an angle, we’re just
here writing from our heart.”
Although the concerts committee typically sponsors only two concerts a year, Meints is striving for
two spring concerts.
“We had a bad year last year in
terms of concerts,” Meints said.
“Either the bands weren’t touring,
or they were charging too much for
it. There was a slump in 2001, but
now it’s picking back up.”

UPB Dates
“Real World, Paris,” Dec. 4.
Tickets on sale now at the
Atwood Center Information
Desk.Two free tickets with an
SCSU ID.
Evanescence, Dec. 5. Student
tickets available at the Atwood
Center Information Desk. $16,
$20. Public/Faculty/Staff tickets
available at All Ticketmaster locations & Atwood Center
Information Desk. $25, $29.

Continued from PAGE 15.

Art
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Keeping with the growing pace of students and building renovations, the Atwood Center Art Committee rotates its collection of
more than 160 pieces of art throughout campus.

These are just two examples of art
in the SCSU collection, and the collection itself is constantly evolving
through cyclical buying, selling,
loaning and student projects. In addition to Atwood’s art compilation,
works of art can be found just about
everywhere on campus. The
Education building has some of the
biggest murals on campus, and
Garvey Commons quietly displays
works of art as students eat.
In addition, the Kiehle building is
the site of student projects and offers
visitors a chance to see some of the
more unique works on campus. As
this article goes to print, a project of
unique proportions is underway in
Kiehle’s main studio. Details were
sketchy at the time of print, but
according to sources in the art department, the work will be unlike anything students have ever seen.
The work will reportedly revolve
around tin foil somehow, and students and visitors alike will have the
opportunity to have their picture
taken while interacting with the
work. For the curious and adventurous, it is being touted as a must see.
Also new to campus is the showing of painter Pam Sukum’s work.
Her paintings can be viewed in the
Atwood Gallery’s mall lounge Nov.7
through Dec. 5. Sculptor Ken
Gorrell’s work is also presently being

RYAN HENRY/ ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Samples of paintings and works of art are on display throughout
Atwood, the Education building and Garvey Commons.
shown in Atwood Ballroom’s display
cases. His work will be on display
until Dec. 8.
The value of art is indisputable. It
is the oldest form of expression, and
every culture that has ever existed has
used art as a vehicle for expression.

The names Van Gogh and Picasso
may be globally famous, but there is
more to art than the famous names we
all know. Each piece is an expression
of self, and according to any art history textbook, should be viewed with
a “think-outside-the-box” mentality.
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Style fads sweep the nation
Natasha Warzecha
STAFF WRITER

In a perfect world, everyone
would have his or her dream house.
They would have the money and
creativity to produce a house that
could air on MTV’s “Cribs.” But
this is not a perfect world, and not
everyone has the funds or imagination to conjure up ideas to craft a
room with design that catches
everyone’s eye.
This is exactly why “Trading
Spaces,” “While You Were Out”
and other interior decorating reality
TV shows have become so popular.
They’ve let people open their minds
to say, “Oh, duh, why didn’t I think
of that?”
While most students were enjoying the Homecoming festivities,

Frank Bielec, a designer from the
show “Trading Spaces,” spoke last
month at the 11th Annual Women’s
Showcase in St. Cloud. The celebrity speaker at the showcase usually
only draws about 1,200 people, said
Michelle Massman, from Women’s
Showcase, Inc. This year, close to
2,000 people, mostly women, paid
$12 each to see the stocky, laugh-itup Bielec have a question-andanswer discussion for about one
hour.
“I generally think people are
realizing yes, normal people can do
this,” said Shirley Welter, store
coordinator for Crafts Direct located in Waite Park.
People are finally realizing it
doesn’t take a whole lot of time or
money to give their houses a sense
of style, but of course it took televi-

sion to do it. Another piece of
advice people are clinging to is that
it’s okay to decorate the way you
want to, rather than worry about
others’ opinions.
“Never listen to what other people say. Do what you want to do in
your house. If you like baby’s
breath and lace, do it,” Bielec said.
In the day and age where most
people are out to impress their
neighbors, where they decide to
decorate rooms people will see
rather than rooms that are important
to them, people pick up a magazine
in their supermarket that says, “Red
is in style for fall.” So they decorate
their house in red. Next month they
see a magazine that says, “ Red is
out, you want orange.” It’s all about
the cash flow, Bielec said.
Who really decided that you

couldn’t wear white after labor day,
anyway? And why are maroons and
golds fall colors rather than pinks
and purples? The trees probably
don’t care whether the sofa matches
their foliage.
The hit television shows also
have created a project that everyone, no matter the money situation,
can participate in.
“Do it in your economic area.
Don’t buy anything you can’t
afford. Don’t buy anything on credit — ever. It’s not what the room
looks like, it’s all about living,
folks,” Bielec said.
So who cares if you find a shabby sofa at the Salvation Army for
$50 and your mother doesn’t think
it is good enough for your home?
As long as you like it, and it’s comfortable, most people probably

won’t even know or, can you
believe it, care.
“There are so many options
available. If you like deco, if you
like modern, your creativity can
take you anywhere. Individual
tastes vary so much, but so do product lines,” Welter said.
The point is you don’t have to be
a rocket scientist to have some
style. You just have to do what you
want and what you can afford. It’s
not that hard to be creative, just
take a look around you — anything
and everything can inspire a great
idea.
“I like spontaneous. I like spur
of the moment. Just do it. Even
when you think you can’t, what
have you got to lose?” Bielec said.

Yeah Yeah Yeahs blend punk, avant garde
Jim Abbott
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL

Caterwauling howls, guttural
moans, animalistic yelps.
When Karen O, the trash-fashion-plate singer of the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs, launches herself into a song,
it’s with the cinematic scope of an
ex-film major — which she is —
rather than the technique of a
trained vocalist, which she isn’t.
“I have a really strange relationship with my voice,” she says by
phone from her New York home.
“I’m super-detached from it. When
we first started writing music, I’d
use tons of distortion on my vocals
so it didn’t even sound like my
voice, but I’m getting a little more
comfortable with how I use it. The
relationship isn’t as abstract as it
used to be.”
If that voice is other worldly at
times, it fits perfectly into the twisted sonic universe of the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs.
The band harnesses its punk
energy into an avant garde sensibility that melds drummer Brian
Chase’s fierce pounding, guitarist
Nick Zinner’s atonal elements,
copious alcohol consumption and
O’s kitschy fishnets and fire-engine
red lipstick into something that
makes the Strokes look like the
mannered prep school boys they
are.
Her favorite accessory of the
moment is her lipstick, an easy-tofind retina burning shade called
Wet and Wild: “It’s 99 cents at the
local pharmacy.”
O’s disheveled prom-queen look
has launched a thousand imitators,
who arrive at shows in torn evening
dresses or punked-up leather and

lace. They are also the target audience for designer “YYY” purses
that augment the band’s usual
assortment of souvenirs.
The singer, an amiable if softspoken conversationalist, laughs at
the notion she might have fashion
tips for her fans.
“They’ve got it right on,” she
says. “They know exactly what
they are doing.
“This is not a bunch of lookalike drones, these are cool girls
dressing up for an event. We have a
real event mentality about our
shows, so we want people to rise to
the occasion.”
O characterizes the band’s
sound as “celebratory,” but there is
also a violent energy to her stage
antics, which tend to leave her in a
trancelike state after performances.
Sometimes, her alcohol-fueled
antics (tequila or pink champagne
are favorite libations) result in
emergency-room visits such as a
recent fall from a stage in Australia.
She had been draped over a stage
monitor when she dropped six feet
into an orchestra pit.
“I took a really big fall headfirst, then the monitor fell off the
stage and hit me in the head.”
Incredibly, no stitches were
required.
“I didn’t even get a concussion.
I guess the monitor hit the thickest
part of my skull. I was on
painkillers for a while and had to do
physical therapy, so I guess it was
pretty serious.”
The singer has mixed emotions
about the influence of alcohol on
the incident.
“It’s ironic, because if I wasn’t
drunk probably I would have hurt
myself much more, because I

DEBBIE VANSTORY/ABACA PRESS

The Yeah Yeah Yeahs, who are the opening act for the White Stripes, performed at the first of three sold
out shows at The Greek Theatre in Los Angeles.
would have been more rigid falling
off the stage. Of course, if I wasn’t
drunk, I wouldn’t have been draping myself over the monitor in the
first place.”
O laughs in a “whatever” kind of
way. It’s apparent that such stories
are more important than the massive hype that the band has sparked
in the wake of two buzz-building
EPs and the critically acclaimed
major label debut, “Fever to Tell.”

Rolling Stone praises the album
for “stripping New Wave and metal
and rockabilly down to primal
thrust and blare. There are half a
dozen songs under three minutes on
‘Fever to Tell,’ and they sound
absolutely complete.”
The same can’t be said for O’s
style evolution, or de-evolution,
perhaps.
After dousing herself with olive
oil for the band’s first show, she is

ready to tap into more primal
forces.
“I’m more interested in makeup
lately, something really sloppy to
go along with the theatrical,” she
says. “I’ve been going a bit more
animalistic and carnal. Back to sort
of like running around in the forest
with mud smeared all over your
face kind of thing.”
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HOUSING

2 BR APTS ON CLIPPER LINE
$490 Heat/Parking Incl. 251-1925

FREE RENT FOR OCTOBER
with 7 mo. lease. Great 5th Ave. location. Free parking & laundry.
$199/mo. All utilities included. call
Dennis (303) 570-1243
LARGE STUDIO APT
Heat paid, a/c, extra storage, garage
available. Quiet, close. Excel Prop
251-6005
3+4 BDRM APTS WITH NEW
dishwashers. Heat +70 channels
cable paid by complex. Please call
259-9673

FEMALE SUBLET IN 4 BEDROOM
apt. heat paid, a/c, dishwasher, Great
location. Excel Prop. 251-6005

CLASSIFIEDS
SOUTHSIDE PARK APARTMENTS
4 br, 2 bathroom apartment for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
MAYNE ESTATES APARTMENT
4 br apartments and rooms for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
1 BR IN HOUSE AVAILABLE NOW
$250 McMullen Properties 761-1514
CAMPUS EAST APARTMENTS
4 br, 2 bathroom apartments for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154
HOMES FOR RENT 2 TO 10 BR
Close to campus. Call Select
Properties 320-253-1154
WEST CAMPUS APARTMENTS
4 br apartments and room for rent.
Call Select Properties 320-253-1154

UNIVERSITY SQUARE APTS.
4 br apartments for rent. Call Select
Properties 320-253-1154

OLYMPIC II APARTMENTS
4 br units avail, individ. leases, onsite park. avail. Heat, water, sewer,
grbg pd. Call Pillar Property 2594259

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available. Call
Cindy at 240-0679

SPACIOUS NEWLY REMODELED
Homes, 4 br house avail now, also 2,
3 & 4 br houses available Jan. 1
McMullen Properties 761-1514

2 BR’S- 1 MONTH FREE!
North Garden Apts. 2 br’s avail. Quiet
Northside, on bus route, screened
porches, utilities paid. Call today! INH
258-6000 or 253-4598

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Near campus, clean secure building.
Also, single rooms available.
Call Cindy at 240-0679

SUBLEASE/ SINGLE ROOMS IN
Houses and apts. Great campus
locations. Rent neg. Available now,
11/15 and 12/1. Dan 251-1925
FOR RENT UP TO 6 PEOPLE
needed. Close to campus. Rent $285
+ util. Call Dave 320-267-4316 Ron
763-639-4196 Available immediately

1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS.
near SCSU, heat paid, good parking
available. call 251-8284
BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED 1 BR
apt. in house. Avail Dec.1. McMullen
Properties 761-1514
1 BR APT. NEAR NORTHSIDE
heat paid, a/c, parking, quiet. Nice

Location Excel Prop. 251-6005
SHARE HOUSE, 2 BR IN 4 BR
2 bath house. Util. pd. n/s, no pets,
free laundry & parking. On bus line.
612-616-8526
4 BR HOUSE FOR RENT
Corner of Washington Memorial
Drive and 10th Street South. $750/
month. Call 493-2608
4 BR HOUSE FOR RENT. VERY
nice! 6 month lease. Please call 2599673
NOW RENTING 1-7 BR HOMES
for June 1st 2004. All newly remodeled. McMullen Properties 761-1514
FEMALES TO SUBLET IN TWO
and 4 br apts. Heat paid, a/c, d/w,
laundry, parking. Great locations.
Excel Prop. 251-6005
LARGE 2 BR APT. HEAT PAID
a/c, d/w, parking, close. Avail Jan. 1
Excel Prop. 251-6005
FOR RENT UP TO 6 PEOPLE
needed close to SCSU. Call Ron
612-639-4196, Dave 320-267-4316
SHARE AWESOME FURNISHED
house, 2 blks SCSU. $340/mo. incl.
heat, elec., phone, cable, internet
651-423-4880
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED
ASAP $330/mo. + util. 5 min. from
campus. Tara 282-7222
FEMALE RENTER WANTED
One vacancy in four bedroom house.
Great location. Newly remodeled.
$350 per month. Utilities paid. Call
(320)-259-0136 or (612)-802-5704
HOUSING AVAILABLE NOW
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12/1 and 1/1. Variety of locations/situations. Heat pd. Dan 251-1925
ONE-PLUS BEDROOM APT. IN
house. Pay no utilities. On busline.
Nonsmoker. No pets. 251-1732
evenings or leave message.
SUBLEASE/SINGLE ROOMS
in houses and apts. Great campus
locations. Rent neg. Avail. now 12/1
and 1/1. Dan 251-1925
1, 2,3 &4 BR APTS. AVAIL. NOW
12/1 and 1/1. Campus and S.E. locations. Rent neg. Heat/parking included. Dan 251-1925

HEALTH &WELLNESS
HJORTCHIROPRACTIC.COM
251-3450
LET US HOOK U UP!
Come get free brochures, posters
and health Web sites @ SCSU
Health Promotions. Call 308-4850!
I B ACHING, I B CRAMPING
I B needing some ibuprofen. I B
crazy NOT to visit the SCSU
Pharmacy — 100 tablets for only
$3.27

ATTENTION
EARN A FREE TRIP! BECOME
a Spring Break X-Cape Rep. Today.
Call Lisa at 1-866-375-1333

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2004. TRAVEL
with STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator.
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Hiring

campus reps. Call for discounts: 800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

SPRING BREAK ‘04 WITH
StudentCity.com
and
Maxim
Magazine. Get hooked up with free
trips, cash and VIP status as a campus rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and
150% lowest price guarantee! To
reserve online or view our photo
gallery, visit www.studentcity.com or
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
SPRING BREAK WITH THE BEST
Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Now offering 3
destinations! Acapulco, Puerto
Vallarta and Cabo San Lucas! Book
early-get FREE MEALS! Organize a
group and travel for FREE! Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
SPRING BREAK
with Mazatlan Express. Mazatlan/
Cancun. From $499+. Or earn a free
trip by being a rep. (800)366-4786
www.mazexp.com
ACT NOW!
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-8388202
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Mexico, Jamaica. Campus reps
wanted! 800-234-7007! endlesssummertours.com
SPRING BREAK SERVICE TRIPS
Join Volunteer Connection, Newman
Center, University Lutheran for
spring break. Info meetings Tues.,
Oct. 28 - Noon and Wed., Nov. 5 - 5
p.m. in Mississippi Rm., Atwood. Qs
8-3058, volunteer@stcloudstate.edu
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Chief Justice of the United States • Executive Director • Partner • Public Defender •
Governor • Professor • County Attorney • Engineer • Editor • President and CEO •
Chief Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court • Legislator • Physician • Editorial Director
• Attorney • Nonprofit Director • District Court Judge • Assistant Director of
Enforcement • Senior Financial Consultant • Family Law Specialist • Patent Lawyer •
Associate • Patent and License Counsel • Deputy County Attorney • Superior Court

Discover where a legal education
from William Mitchell
College of Law
can lead you.
Call or send us an e-mail.
(651) 290-6476 • 1-888-WMCL-LAW
admissions@wmitchell.edu
Visit us online at www.wmitchell.edu.

St. Paul, Minnesota
Judge of Arizona • Financial and Estate Planning • Law Librarian • Stock Broker •
Career Services Director • General Counsel • Office of the Auditor General • Hospice
• U.S. Public Defender • Administrative Law Judge • Court Administrator • Lobbyist •
Director of Public Policy • Commissioner of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency •
Real Estate Lawyer • Vice President of Operations and Human Resources • Principal
Legal Consultant • Senior Manager of International Taxes • Animal Rights Activist
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Change the channel, or
change your perspective.
You decide.

The world is calling. Don’t tune it out. Contact the Peace Corps today, and
change your idea of what “changing the world” is all about.

Peace Corps
Redefine your world.

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580

